Erik Raudsep on the Special Session:
Erik Raudsep vows to continue the fight for equality for all!
Durham, NC
August 24, 2018
Erik Raudsep has been disheartened to hear that the Republican leadership has called a
special session in regards to the proposed amendments. In order to rewrite two proposed
constitutional amendments.
No amendment to our State Constitution should be done in haste. Our Constitution is the
backbone to our legal system it is the defining statement that all of our general statutes
find strength and power from. If any part of our Constitution is inherently flawed or
worse still have the ability to be misinterpreted or misconstrued denying freedom and
liberty to the population of North Carolina we have failed. Too many times in our recent
past we have seen that haste by our General Assembly has caused us nothing but grief.
It is my honest and humble opinion that these two amendments were flawed from their
very conception. Much like the federal government we have three branches of
government in the great state of North Carolina. These three branches balance each other
and no one branch is superior to another. This is the very success of our government.
Both of these amendments threaten to upset that very balance by stripping powers from
the Governor and re-investing them in the General Assembly. There is no amount of rewording, re-describing, or re-inventing that will do anything to ensure that these two
amendments will benefit the citizens of North Carolina.
About Raudsep 2018.
Raudsep 2018 is the campaign for the election of Erik Raudsep for District 31 for NC
General Assembly. Erik is a small business owner in Durham North Carolina as a home
inspector. He has been a member of the Republican party, Democratic party and for the
last 9 years the Libertarian Party. Erik is steadfast in his belief that people should never
serve their government however the government should serve the people. The
government derives it power from the people and government should be mindful of that
fact. This is why Erik vows to strongly fight for Fair Government that is for every citizen
of North Carolina.
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